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It will be very useful in cases where you play with a…Portal Gun mod is made with incredibly high quality and will please fans of the Portal game series. It is…With the Just A Raft mod, exploring the seas in Minecraft is even more interesting, because now you can build rafts instead of boats. Storage cable. Their main feature is the ability to activate to
significantly improve performance. To prepare sandwiches, you must first craft…Wolves With Armor is a mod that helps the player protect their pets from damage and attacks from enemies. It itself does not contain any additional content, but serves as the basis…Industrial Craft 2 significantly expands the standard features of Minecraft. You can add
high-tech modules to it and change the appearance as you desire. They differ in appearance and capacity; netherite has the…Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. Tamed wolves can now be equipped with armor just like horses….Solar Generation is a modification that allows you to get energy from sunlight using
new solar panels. After that, take a stick in…Bamboo Everything mod will add a lot of bamboo recipes to the game, making this material more useful from the very beginning of the game. You will be able to use the portal gun in Minecraft while…Backpacks is an indispensable mod for all Minecraft travel enthusiasts. Create…With the Craftable Horse
Armor and Saddle mod, you no longer have to search temples and forges in search of a saddle or at least some kind of armor for…Finding a name tag in Minecraft can be quite difficult, especially if you are unlucky with the spawn point. Tamed wolves can now be equipped with armor just like horses…. You can make stairs, doors,…Cyclic mod is a
simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will allow you to create and use many useful mechanisms. You will have…Not Enough Items mod is an important addition to Minecraft, which greatly simplifies crafting and other game details. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…
Popular mods 1.16.3 Page 20Sort by: Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. It greatly expands the capabilities of Minecraft, adding an incredible amount of content. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item…7 Days to Mine is a global mod that turns Minecraft into a real zombie
survivalist. Tamed wolves can now be equipped with armor just like horses….Campanion is an mod for creating cool camps. It significantly expands the possibilities of the game, adding new materials, as well as objects and methods…Just Enough Items mod, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. A new biome will
appear in the game, in which unusual dark trees will grow….Simple Storage Network is an add-on that allows the player to link multiple chests together. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…Ring of Blink is a mod that will allow the player to teleport in the same way as the
Enderman. At the disposal of…Redstone Arsenal mod will allow you to craft more powerful weapons and armor of gold and redstone. But you can craft it by installing the Craftable Name Tags… Popular mods 1.8.9 Page 15Sort by: The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft in Minecraft. In addition to standard… Popular
mods 1.14.1 By installing this mod, you can cook sandwiches, new types of pies, hot cocoa, salads, and…Tired of lighting up the space with torches alone? Sort by: Craft yourself a faithful helper with the Melon Golem mod. It is… Popular mods 1.16.2 Page 19Sort by: Guns Without Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of
weapons. Standard option. At the…Industrial Craft 2 significantly expands the standard features of Minecraft. Allows…Farmer’s Delight mod will slightly expand your possibilities in Minecraft regarding farming and cooking. Popular mods 1.17.1 Page 5Sort by: Cyclic mod is a simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will allow you to create
and use many useful mechanisms. It adds improved versions of the shovel, pick and ax. The pack contains…Mo ’Swords mod will add to Minecraft a large number of new swords with a variety of characteristics. They differ in appearance and capacity; netherite has the…Expanded Storage is a simple mod that adds new types of chests and barrels. They
will have different characteristics, and some will even get special features. From them it will be possible to create…Snowmancy mod will make you feel like Santa Claus in Minecraft. With the help of a special ring, you can fly in the same way as in…The Scarecrows mod adds a few different scares to Minecraft. It significantly expands the possibilities
of the game, adding new materials, as well as objects and methods…Bamboo Everything mod will add a lot of bamboo recipes to the game, making this material more useful from the very beginning of the game. This mod expands the crafting possibilities. You can even create…Expanded Storage is a simple but useful mod, with which several new
types of chests and barrels will appear in Minecraft. With the help of a special ring, you can fly in the same way as in… Popular mods 1.16.4 Page 8Sort by: The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft in Minecraft. Dozens of blocks have been added, from which it will be possible to make a variety of types of multi-level
buildings. It will be very useful in cases where you play with a…Backpacks is an indispensable mod for all Minecraft travel enthusiasts. The function can be called pretty cheat, so the recipes for it are not the easiest, you can…Working Gun mod adds modular firearms. With it, Minecraft can be turned into a full-fledged network shooter. This is possible
with the mod Tool Belt….Just Enough Items mod, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. It adds several types of backpacks to the game and everything necessary for crafting them. You will have… Popular mods 1.7.2 Page 17Sort by: The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and
properties. It will be very useful in cases where you play with a… Popular mods 1.6.4 Page 9Sort by: Nomadic Tents mod adds to Minecraft full portable houses. It is…The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and properties. The taming mechanism of…Backpacks is an indispensable mod for all Minecraft travel
enthusiasts. At the disposal of…The Mine and Slash mod completely changes the gameplay. At the disposal of…Sophisticated Wolves is a mod that improves the taming of wolves in Minecraft and adds many features. It itself does not contain any additional content, but serves as the basis…The large-scale mod Galacticraft will allow you to create
spaceships and survive on different planets. Dozens of themed blocks and items have appeared, each of which will help you create a realistic campground. With it, a huge amount of new…With Practical Tools, you’ll have a whole host of powerful tools that will simplify many routine tasks. New blocks: rope bridge;…Angel Ring is a mod that will help
the player in building and exploring. Among them there are candles,…Culinary Construct mod will make your menu in Minecraft incredibly diverse. It adds completely new mechanics, firearms and hordes of unique zombies to the game….With the Corail Recycler mod, you can recycle items, getting back some of the materials that were used for
crafting. On a PC, you can install an…RailCraft is one of the best railway mods for Minecraft. Thanks to him, you will be able…Mod Exp Ore adds experience to the game. Allows…Culinary Construct mod will make your menu in Minecraft incredibly diverse. You can save valuable and rare resources, as well as…With the Extra Golems mod, you can
craft golems from a variety of materials available in Minecraft. They differ not only in design but also in functionality. You can even create…Farmer’s Delight mod will slightly expand your possibilities in Minecraft regarding farming and cooking. Create a ring with a new craft….Platforms is a mod for building platforms. By installing this mod, you can
find out the effect that… Popular mods 1.19 Page 12Sort by: Guns Without Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of weapons. It is completely independent and does not require other…Uncrafted mod will allow you to craft almost all the items present in Minecraft. First you need to find tea… Popular mods 1.14.3 Page 21Sort by:
Craft yourself a faithful helper with the Melon Golem mod. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…The Hearthstones mod adds a teleportation system to predefined locations in Minecraft. Dozens of resource transfer items will appear. A new biome will appear in the game, in which
unusual dark trees will grow….With the Emerald Tools mod, emeralds in Minecraft will become not only a local currency, but also a valuable resource for crafting. At the disposal of…The World War Two Pack for Flan`s Mod adds a lot of technology from the Second World War. It is…The TrapCraft mod adds various traps to Minecraft, as well as some
other mechanisms. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….Speedy Hoppers is a mod that will add several new hoppers. Several types of firearms will appear, which can be improved… Popular mods 1.12.2 Page 2Sort by: Guns Without Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of
weapons. New blocks: rope bridge;…Solar Generation is a modification that allows you to get energy from sunlight using new solar panels. By…Open Computers is a rather complicated mod that adds working computers and robots to Minecraft. It is also difficult, but less dependent on randomness and does not require exploration of…Wolves With
Armor is a mod that helps the player protect their pets from damage and attacks from enemies. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can… Popular mods 1.14.4 Page 22Sort by: Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. You can craft a tent, lodge, igloo
and many other buildings of nomadic peoples. All recipes from it are intuitive because they do not differ from recipes from other materials….Cyclic mod is a simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will allow you to create and use many useful mechanisms. He adds a huge number of new types of rails, trolleys and tools to help organize a full
transport connection….Flan’s Modern Weapons Pack is a set that includes dozens of units of modern weapons. Cables Connection cable. New weapons: Pistol….If you like the way copper looks, then with the Copper Equipment mod you can find many more uses for it. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the
materials….Mod Tough as Nails will greatly complicate survival in Minecraft by adding realism to the game. With it, it becomes possible to cook sandwiches with almost any toppings. Now…Macaw’s Windows is a mod that will help diversify the types of building blocks in Minecraft. You can even create…Simple Storage Network is an add-on that
allows the player to link multiple chests together. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item…Make bamboo more useful with the BetterBamboo mod. Now your pets will be more smart and helpful. With it, fruit trees, bushes with various berries, as…Want to have a tea party in Minecraft? To prepare sandwiches, you must
first craft…With the Easy Diamond mod, an alternative way to mine diamonds will appear in Minecraft. How to use? They will allow the player to speed up the transfer of blocks in a certain amount of time. By installing this mod, you can cook sandwiches, new types of pies, hot cocoa, salads, and… Popular mods 1.16.5 Page 7Sort by: Guns Without
Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of weapons. This Flan`s Pack adds…Flan’s Simple Parts Pack is the starter kit that you need to craft most of the types of vehicles in Minecraft with Flan`s mod. You can even create…Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. They can be collapsed at any
time…Bamboo Everything mod will add a lot of bamboo recipes to the game, making this material more useful from the very beginning of the game. They differ in their characteristics and…Angel Ring is a mod that will help the player in building and exploring. The first two…Using the Mob Catcher mod, you can catch any mob in the game except the
dragon, and then release it in a suitable place. You can save valuable and rare resources, as well as…Sophisticated Wolves is a mod that improves the taming of wolves in Minecraft and adds many features. When installing…MrCrayFish’s Furniture Mod allows you to add some comfort to Minecraft. Mod adds many industrial elements, which makes
the game more diverse. You no longer have to search for rare items in the chests. A new biome will appear in the game, in which unusual dark trees will grow….Expanded Storage is a simple mod that adds new types of chests and barrels. Now you can craft a full set of armor,…Cyclic mod is a simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will
allow you to create and use many useful mechanisms. For this, special balls are used…Simple Farming mod significantly expands the number of plants for growing, and also adds a huge number of new food recipes. New blocks: rope bridge;… Popular mods 1.15.2 Page 24Sort by: The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft
in Minecraft. He will add a new block to the game – a sawmill. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item…With the Corail Recycler mod, you can recycle items, getting back some of the materials that were used for crafting. You can make stairs, doors,…If you like the way copper looks, then with the Copper Equipment
mod you can find many more uses for it. Allows…Tired of lighting up the space with torches alone? It works on the… Popular mods 1.15.1 Page 26Sort by: Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. Thanks to this mod, you… Popular mods 1.5.2 Page 25Sort by: Bamboo Everything mod will add a lot of bamboo recipes
to the game, making this material more useful from the very beginning of the game. After that, take a stick in…The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft in Minecraft. From them it will be possible to create…Enchantment Descriptions is a simple mod that is great for beginners and those players who forget the
enchantment effects. When installing…If you like farming in Minecraft, then try playing with Pam’s HarvestCraft mod. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…Snowmancy mod will make you feel like Santa Claus in Minecraft. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary
animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…Roughly Enough Items (or just REI) is a useful mod that will allow you to see craft items and potion recipes in new versions and snapshots of Minecraft. The simplest one will scare off your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can…With the Emerald Tools mod,
emeralds in Minecraft will become not only a local currency, but also a valuable resource for crafting. You will have… Popular mods 1.6.2 Page 18Sort by: Craft yourself a faithful helper with the Melon Golem mod. After that, take a stick in…Cyclic mod is a simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will allow you to create and use many useful
mechanisms. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….Just Enough Items mod, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. Created barrels can be upgraded to higher levels. To prepare sandwiches, you must first craft…Campanion is an mod for creating cool camps. You can craft
each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….After installing Camera Mod, you can take photos, post them to the wall and even create your own photo album. Keep the memory of interesting moments, and at the same…If you are tired that the tools take up too much space in your inventory, then simply transfer them to the
belt. They differ in their characteristics and…The Scarecrows mod adds a few different scares to Minecraft. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item… Popular mods 1.8.8 31205 Just Enough Items (JEI) Mod 1931 Tinker`s Construct Mod Page 16Sort by: The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of
craft in Minecraft. With its help, you can create active ships, airships and other types of…Sophisticated Wolves is a mod that improves the taming of wolves in Minecraft and adds many features. It is also difficult, but less dependent on randomness and does not require exploration of… Popular mods 1.18.1 Page 4Sort by: Craft yourself a faithful helper
with the Melon Golem mod. It significantly expands the possibilities of the game, adding new materials, as well as objects and methods…Emerald Tools is a simple and convenient mod that adds emerald crafts to Minecraft. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item…The World War Two Pack for Flan`s Mod adds a lot of
technology from the Second World War. Now you can significantly expand your arsenal and choose the right weapon…Davincis Vessels is a very interesting mod that will allow you to craft impressive designs in Minecraft. Create… Popular mods 1.9.4 Page 10Sort by: The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft in Minecraft.
It adds a huge number of new plants, as well as tools for growing and cooking them…MrCrayFish’s Furniture Mod allows you to add some comfort to Minecraft. To prepare sandwiches, you must first craft…Solar Generation is a modification that allows you to get energy from sunlight using new solar panels. It is…After installing Camera Mod, you can
take photos, post them to the wall and even create your own photo album. Thanks to this mod, you… Popular mods 1.9 Page 11Sort by: With the Emerald Tools mod, emeralds in Minecraft will become not only a local currency, but also a valuable resource for crafting. One of the simplest recipes is…Simple Storage Network is an add-on that allows the
player to link multiple chests together. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….MrCrayFish’s Furniture Mod allows you to add some comfort to Minecraft. 7 green energy options have been added. It looks like a stone block interspersed with a ball of experience and is generated at a depth of 80 blocks
and…Using the Corail Woodcutter mod, you can quickly create many wooden objects in one click. It will give you more interesting options for crafting at the beginning of the game. It can be crafted on a special workbench, while the recipes are relatively simple. It significantly expands the possibilities of the game, adding new materials, as well as
objects and methods…Cyclic mod is a simplified version of large industrial add-ons and will allow you to create and use many useful mechanisms. The taming mechanism of…Flan’s Modern Weapons Pack is a set that includes dozens of units of modern weapons. Keep the memory of interesting moments, and at the same…MrCrayFish’s Furniture Mod
allows you to add some comfort to Minecraft. The pack contains…Sophisticated Wolves is a mod that improves the taming of wolves in Minecraft and adds many features. They can be collapsed at any time…The large-scale mod Tinker`s Construct was created for lovers of craft in Minecraft. After that, take a stick in…Nomadic Tents mod adds to
Minecraft full portable houses. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….The TrapCraft mod adds various traps to Minecraft, as well as some other mechanisms. At the disposal of…Modular Powersuits mod will allow you to craft the armor of your dreams in Minecraft. After that, take a stick in…Simple
Storage Network is an add-on that allows the player to link multiple chests together. Then just download the Extended Lights mod, thanks to which you can craft many light sources. All…The World War Two Pack for Flan`s Mod adds a lot of technology from the Second World War. Its installation is almost always necessary…Flan`s mod – This is a
which adds a huge amount of transport and weapons to Minecraft. New weapons: Pistol….Craft yourself a faithful helper with the Melon Golem mod. Now you can use firearms that use standard ammo from the game. It is this mod that allows you to get 48 new window options. You can assemble them by crafting individual components. In addition to
standard… Popular mods 1.14.2 Page 23Sort by: Craft yourself a faithful helper with the Melon Golem mod. The Amethyst mod will help you with this. It will make survival more diverse and add many new features to the game. You can craft each of them by connecting a standard chest with one of the materials….If you like farming in Minecraft, then
try playing with Pam’s HarvestCraft mod. It significantly expands the possibilities of the game, adding new materials, as well as objects and methods…The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and properties. It significantly expands the possibilities of the game, adding new materials, as well as objects and
methods…Uncrafted mod will allow you to craft almost all the items present in Minecraft. You can even create…The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and properties. At the disposal of…Just Enough Items mod, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. The simplest one will scare off
your crops of ordinary animals, and with the help of more powerful you can… Popular mods 1.18 Page 13Sort by: The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and properties. It includes tanks, planes, boats and many other vehicles. Swivel blocks,…Snowmancy mod will make you feel like Santa Claus in Minecraft. You
can make stairs, doors,…Druidcraft is a mod that adds a lot of new things to Minecraft about druids. Allows… Popular mods 1.18.2 Page 3Sort by: Guns Without Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of weapons. They do not have any…Make crafting in Minecraft even more diverse by adding amethyst ore and a selection of items
from it. To create it, you need to find three watermelons and put on each other. It itself does not contain any additional content, but serves as the basis…Not Enough Items mod is an important addition to Minecraft, which greatly simplifies crafting and other game details. It adds the ability to craft an assistant snowman who will follow you everywhere
and can be very useful….Roughly Enough Items (or just REI) is a useful mod that will allow you to see craft items and potion recipes in new versions and snapshots of Minecraft. Each… Popular mods 1.16.1 Page 6Sort by: Guns Without Roses is an add-on that diversifies the game with new types of weapons. It is completely independent and does not
require other…Tired of lighting up the space with torches alone? If you are waiting for Minecraft Dungeons, then this add-on you will definitely like. A new biome will appear in the game, in which unusual dark trees will grow….The Scarecrows mod adds a few different scares to Minecraft. A new biome will appear in the game, in which unusual dark
trees will grow….Roughly Enough Items (or just REI) is a useful mod that will allow you to see craft items and potion recipes in new versions and snapshots of Minecraft. When installing…Just Enough Items mod, also known as JEI, greatly simplifies the crafting process in Minecraft. Now you will have to fight not only with hunger but also with thirst,
…The TrapCraft mod adds various traps to Minecraft, as well as some other mechanisms. With the Simply Tea mod, this is possible, but first you will need to work hard. All recipes from it are intuitive because they do not differ from recipes from other materials….Bamboo Everything mod will add a lot of bamboo recipes to the game, making this
material more useful from the very beginning of the game. Thanks to this mod, you… Popular mods 1.8 Page 14Sort by: Nomadic Tents mod adds to Minecraft full portable houses. With it, you can quickly find out any recipe, as well as produce any item…Iron Barrels mod allows you to craft barrels not only from wood, but from many other materials.
After installing it, you can craft many types of furniture, decorating your base with it. It is completely independent and does not require other…Expanded Storage is a simple but useful mod, with which several new types of chests and barrels will appear in Minecraft. By installing this mod, you can cook sandwiches, new types of pies, hot cocoa, salads,
and…Culinary Construct mod will make your menu in Minecraft incredibly diverse. To create them, you need a…The Iron Chests mod adds many chests to Minecraft with different capacities and properties. After that, take a stick in…Emerald Tools is a simple and convenient mod that adds emerald crafts to Minecraft. It is…Iron Barrels mod allows
you to craft barrels not only from wood, but from many other materials.
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